Willie's Weekly Adventures: Willie's Undersea Adventure

Can you color in all the sea creatures I met while scuba diving?

Illustration by Joshua Lawton
Willie’s Weekly Adventures: Willie’s Undersea Adventure
Can you find the sea creatures hidden in the word search?

J J V J Q I K P O D L F O V C
S E S Q H F L U H T I Y B C O
O E L B S Z X S N B B L S O R
Y C E L Z M I A J N Y W N I A
V I T L Y F E S R O H A E S L
V I I O R F L F E S W D R O L
M O N A P Z I Y L F Y X B E F
A I T Z G U X S B V T K Q E S
U S A S I K S Z H D S M A L C
S E A W E E D P O P H L T T T
B R W J T E Z L J U A D A L E
M B S Q Q B P N B X R U U Z M
F C K D S H R Z V V K A D V I
B A R C I E Z Z J Z T B Y Z F
W L Z N T W X L B T X V B T G

CLAM  CORAL  CRAB   DOLPHIN
EEL    JELLYFISH  OCTOPUS  SEAHORSE
SEAWEEED  SHARK  STARFISH

Each letter is only used once, words may occur backwards and diagonally.
Willie’s Weekly Adventures: Willie’s Undersea Adventure

Can you help me find the treasure?

START

Maze by Finn Murphy

END
Willie’s Weekly Adventures: Willie’s Undersea Adventure

Can you make this boat from a piece of paper?

Instructions by Conor Broderick

See if it floats in your sink or bathtub!